
Explanation of English Verbs - for ESL teachers - April 1992 

Note to teacher:
A common misconception about English verbs is that there are few rules and many exceptions. This all 
depends on how you set out to describe the language. 

A huge difference between Spanish and English is that Spanish has tenses and other stuff that adds 
endings to verbs, so every verb has lots of forms. The forms tell you what person, tense and mood the 
verb is in.
English verbs have only four forms. In English, the forms do not tell you what tense the verb is in (as 
much). For example, the form LOOK could be infinitive, active, passive, present, future, past, singular, 
plural, 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person.

English has generative constructions instead of tenses. (It doesn't really matter what you call it, but 
there is a significant difference.) Using the four forms of verbs as starting material, you can apply about 
20-30 rules of construction. It is the rules of construction that give meaning in time, duration, intention, 
and so on (the equivalent of tenses in some other languages). You can apply more than one 
construction at a time.

Generative constructions are made up of rules of word order, auxiliary verbs, and adverbs, rather than 
just rules of word-endings.

Think of constructions as just words that happen to have more than one word-parts in them. Also think 
of each word as a construction in itself.

The word NEED, for example, is really three different words (or constructions). It can take (a) a noun 
after it (I need fish.), (b) TO and optionally a verb after it (I need to; I need to eat.), (c) a person and TO 
and optionally a verb after it (I need you to; I need you to eat.). Notice that meaning is communicated 
by word order.

What follows is a program for verbs and some sheets that some students may wish to have for 
reference.
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ENGLISH VERBS IN EIGHT EASY STEPS
1. Learn the four verb forms, without calling them tenses.

(1) LOOK/SEE - basic form 
(2) LOOKED/SAW - add ''ed'', some are irregular 
(3) LOOKED/SEEN - add ''ed'' , some are irregular 
(4) LOOKING/SEEING - add ''ing'', always regular 

2. Learn the one regular conjugation: form 1 adds -s in third person singular.
LOOK; HE/SHE/IT LOOKS

3. Learn the verb BE. BE is completely irregular in all singular present and past conjugations. 

4. Learn the verb HAVE. HAVE is only irregular in the 3rd person present (HAS). HAVE is confusing 
because it means ownership when used as a regular verb, but it is also used without that meaning in 
some constructions.

5. Learn the irregular verbs. Note that forms 2 and 3 are the same for all regular verbs but they are not 
the same for irregular verbs.

6. Learn the spelling variations for adding endings: 
-o -s becomes -oes 
-y -ed becomes -ied 
-e -ed becomes -ed 
-e -ing becomes -ing 
consonant after short vowel plus -ed/-ing becomes double 

7. Learn the fifteen constructions. (There may be more.) Don't refer to ''can'' and ''should'' and so on as 
verbs themselves, but rather as parts of the rule of construction. 

8. Learn what can go before or after every verb whenever you learn the verb.
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VERB FORMS
FORM 1 FORM 2 FORM 3 FORM 4

(BE) I am
you are
she is
we are
they are

I was
you were
she was
we were
they were

been being

(HAVE) I have
you have
she has
we have
they have 

I had
you had
she had
we had
they had

had having

REGULAR
VERBS

(-)
answer
follow
look
love
study
talk

(-ed)
answered
followed
looked
loved
studied
talked

(-ed)
answered
followed
looked
loved
studied
talked

(-ing)
answering
following
looking
loving
studying
talking

IRREGULAR
VERBS

become 
begin 
buy 
cost 
do 
drink 
eat 
get 
hear 
pay 
run 
see 
send 
sit 
speak 
take 
teach 
tell 
wear 
write 

became 
began 
bought 
cost 
did 
drank 
ate 
got 
heard 
paid 
ran 
saw
sent 
sat 
spoke 
took 
taught 
told 
wore 
wrote 

become 
begun 
bought 
cost 
done 
drunk 
eaten 
gotten 
heard 
paid 
run 
seen 
sent 
sat 
spoken 
taken 
taught 
told 
worn 
written

becoming 
beginning 
buying 
costing 
doing 
drinking 
eating 
getting 
hearing 
paying 
running 
seeing 
sending 
sitting 
speaking 
taking 
teaching 
telling 
wearing 
writing 

NOTES Forms 2 and 3 are the same for regular 
verbs.

Form 4 is always 
regular.
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VERB CONSTRUCTIONS
1. ACTION ALL THE TIME

I look. (I do not look.)

2. ACTION IN THE PRESENT

I am looking.

3. SINGLE ACTION

PAST: I looked. (I did not look.)

FUTURE: I will look.

4. CONTINUOUS/REPEATED ACTION

PAST: I was looking.   
I was looking when you came.
I used to look.
I would look.

FUTURE: I will be looking.
I will be looking when you come.

5. COMPLETED ACTION

FAR PAST: I had looked.   
I had (already) looked before you came.

PAST: I have looked.  

FUTURE: I will have looked.  

6. INTENDED ACTION

PAST: I was going to look.
I was going to but I forgot.

FUTURE: I am going to look.

7. NECESSARY ACTION

PAST: I should have looked.   
I should have but I didn't.

FUTURE: Look . (Don't look.)
Let' s look. (Let's not look.)
I should look.
I must look.

8. PERMITTED ACTION

PAST: You could have looked.   
You could have but you didn't.

FUTURE: You may look.
May I look ?
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9. ABILITY TO ACT

PAST: I could have looked.   
I could have but I didn't.
Could I have looked? 

FUTURE: I can look.

10. POSSIBLE ACTION

PAST: I might have looked.   
I may have looked .   
Maybe I looked.

FUTURE: I might look.
I may look.
Maybe I will look.

11. CONDITIONAL ACTION

PAST: I would have looked.   
I would have looked if I had known.
Would I have looked if I had known? 
I might have looked.   
I might have looked if I had known.

FUTURE: I would look.
I would if I could.
I would like to go.
Would you like to go?
Would you go?
Would you please be quiet?

12. MORE USES OF FORM 4 (-ING) - examples:

PAST: I have been looking.
I could have been looking.
I should have been looking.

PRESENT: I might be looking.
I should be looking.

13. LEAVING THE VERB OUT

PAST: I did. I used to. I have. I should have. I could have. 
I might have. I would have. I may have.

PRESENT: I am.

ALL TIME: I do.

FUTURE: I will. I should. I could. I can. I would. 
I might. I must. I may.
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14. PASSIVE VOICE

Active Passive

I love you. You are loved by me.

I loved you. You were loved by me.

I will love you. You will be loved by me.

I should have loved you. You should have been loved by me.

15. NEGATIVE AND QUESTIONS (inversions)

Positive Negative

STATEMENT: I am looking. I am not looking. (I 'm not looking.)

QUESTION: Am I looking? Am I not looking ? (Aren't I looking) 

STATEMENT: I have looked. I have not looked. (I haven't looked.)

QUESTION: Have I looked? Have I not looked? (Haven't I looked) 

STATEMENT: I could have looked. I could not have looked. (I couldn't have looked.)

QUESTION: Could I have looked? Could I not have looked? (Couldn't I looked?) 

STATEMENT: I look. I do not look. (I don't look.)

QUESTION: Do I look? Do I not look? (Don't I look?) 

Words that can be inverted with the subject are:

HAVE, HAD, WILL, WOULD, CAN, COULD, SHALL, SHOULD, MAY, 
MIGHT, MUST, AM, IS, ARE, WAS, WERE
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VERB COMBINATIONS - examples of word order 
(Learn the allowed word order for each verb that you learn.)

subject verb TO       verb form 1  

I like to eat pizza.
I would like to see you soon.

I want to learn English.
I have to go to work.
I need to practice verbs.

I get to see my cousin.

subject verb       verb form 3  

I like eating pizza.
I hate being so cold.

I feel like going on a trip.
I can't stand watching in TV.

I finish making dinner.
I start doing homework.

subject verb noun TO       verb form 1   

I want you to make dinner.
I get you to take me out.

subject verb       whole sentence  

I think she has been here
I know the door is open.

I suppose that is funny.
I believe he went away.

It seems like you are busy.

subject verb       pronoun end-of-verb   

I take you out.
I put it away.

subject whole-verb       noun  

I take out my friend.
I put away the food.
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